We present a statistical study of a large, homogeneously analyzed sample of narrowline Seyfert 1 (NLS1) galaxies, accompanied by a comparison sample of broad-line Seyfert 1 (BLS1) galaxies. Optical emission-line and continuum properties are subjected to correlation analyses, in order to identify the main drivers of active galactic nuclei (AGN) correlation space, and of NLS1 galaxies in particular. For the first time, we have established the density of the narrow-line region as a key parameter in Eigenvector 1 space, as important as the Eddington ratio L/L Edd . This is important because it links the properties of the central engine with the properties of the host galaxy; i.e., the interstellar medium (ISM). We also confirm previously found correlations involving the line width of Hβ, and the strength of the Fe II and [O III] λ5007 emission lines, and we confirm the important role played by L/L Edd in driving the properties of NLS1 galaxies. A spatial correlation analysis shows that large-scale environments of the BLS1 and NLS1 galaxies of our sample are similar. If mergers are rare in our sample, accretion-driven winds on the one hand, or bar-driven inflows on the other hand, may account for the strong dependence of Eigenvector 1 on ISM density.
(in particular, [S II] λλ6716, 6731 is always present with S/N > 5). The sample of NLS1 galaxies has similar redshift and absolute magnitude distribution as the BLS1 galaxy sample. The original sample selection, data preparation, and data analysis methods are described in detail by X07. Here, we briefly summarize the procedures in Sect. 2.2 and 2.3. For the first time, we present our measurements for the full sample in table form (Table 1) . While the focus of our study is on NLS1 galaxies, having a comparison sample of BLS1 galaxies is important. Our BLS1 sample contains approximately equal numbers as the NLS1 sample. While this is the best approach for comparison purposes, we also note that in observations, NLS1 galaxies make only approximately 20% of the Seyfert 1 population.
Decomposition of starlight and nuclear continuum
All SDSS spectra were corrected for Galactic extinction, the continuum was decomposed into host galaxy and AGN components , and then we subtracted the starlight component, nuclear continuum and the Fe II complexes from the spectra. More precisely, the spectra were decomposed into the following four components (see X07 for details): (1) A starlight component modeled by 6 synthesized galaxy templates, which were built from the synthetic spectral library of Bruzual & Charlot (2003) . The details of the algorithm were described in Lu et al. (2006) . (2) A power-law continuum to represent the AGN continuum. (3) A Balmer continuum generated in the same way as Dietrich et al. (2003) . (4) An Fe II template given by Véron-Cetty & Véron (2004) . The final multicomponent fit including the Fe II complexes was then subtracted from the observed spectrum and the emission line properties were measured in the way described in Sect. 2.3.
Emission line fits
Emission line profiles of the galaxies were fit with Gaussians and/or Lorentzians using the IRAF package SPECFIT (Kriss 1994) . Measured FWHMs were corrected for instrumental broadening. Complex emission lines, which cannot be represented by a single Gaussian profile, were decomposed into multiple components. The Balmer lines were decomposed into a narrow and a broad component representing emission from the NLR and BLR, respectively. The narrow core was fit employing a single Gaussian profile with FWHM fixed to that determined for [S II] λλ6716, 6731. As in previous work (e.g., Rodriguez-Ardila et al. 2000 , Dietrich et al. 2005 , X07, Mullaney & Ward 2008 , the broad component was fit by using a combination of two Gaussian profiles, or alternatively a single Lorentzian profile (e.g., Véron-Cetty et al. 2001 , Sulentic et al. 2002 . For the approach employing the two-Gaussian profile fit, the final width of the broad-line emission, Hβ b , is determined as the FWHM of the sum of the two Gaussians. We do not assign a physical meaning to the two separate broad components; they merely serve as a mathematical description of the complex shapes of the broad lines. While comparable and equally reasonable results can be achieved with both single Lorentzian and two Gaussian profiles for most broad components of the Balmer lines of NLS1 galaxies, generally no acceptable fit is possible when employing the Lorentzian profiles to fit BLS1 galaxies. Among the NLS1 galaxies, line width measurements between Lorentzian and Gaussian fits typically agree within 20%, Lorentzian profiles always resulting in smaller FWHMs, as expected. We finally used the results of the multi-Gaussian fits (Table 1) for the NLS1 classification and also for further correlation analysis. This allows a direct comparison with the BLS1 control sample, and also with several previous studies (e.g. Boroson & Green 1992 , Grupe et al. 1999 , Vaughan et al. 2001 We use positive velocity values to refer to blueshifts, negative ones for redshifts. All other forbidden lines were well fit with single Gaussian profiles.
The strength of the Fe II emission, R4570, was measured as the ratio of the flux of the Fe II complex between the rest wavelengths 4434 and 4684Å to that of total Hβ emission. The strength of the [O III] emission, R5007, was measured as the flux ratio of total [O III] λ5007 over total Hβ emission. "Total" Hβ emission refers to the sum of broad and narrow component.
A note on NLS1 classification
After re-classification based on spectral emission-line fitting, we have 39 BLS1 and 55 NLS1 galaxies in our sample. The standard classification criterion of NLS1 galaxies is according to FWHM(Hβ b ) < 2000 km s −1 (Goodrich 1989) which is most commonly applied. Such NLS1 galaxies usually come with weak [O III]λ5007/Hβ and strong Fe II/Hβ which form part of the classification criteria (Osterbrock & Pogge 1985 , Goodrich 1989 , Véron-Cetty et al. 2001 . We note in passing that Sulentic et al. (2001) rather suggest to use FWHM(Hβ b ) = 4000 km s −1 as 'dividing' value, because they find AGN properties to change more significantly at that value. Furthermore, a few authors pointed out that NLS1 classification should incorporate a luminosity dependence of the FWHM(Hβ b ) cut-off (e.g., Laor 2000 , Véron-Cetty et al. 2001 , Shemmer et al. 2004 . Netzer & Trakhtenbrot (2007) suggest to base NLS1 classification on the Eddington ratio, and use L/L Edd ≥ 0.25 for NLS1 galaxies. In the current study, we continue to use the classical FWHM cut-off of FWHM(Hβ b ) < 2000 km s −1 which is still most commonly used. Results (Table 1) are reported in dependence of FWHM(Hβ b ) and L/L Edd , so that other cut-off values could be easily applied to our sample.
Emission-line and AGN properties
Results from our emission-line and continuum measurements are listed in Table 1 . Relevant parameters of the continua and emission lines were used to derive some AGN parameters, including black hole masses and Eddington ratios (Figure 1) . We describe below how we determined these parameters.
Assuming that the motion of the BLR clouds is virialized (e.g., Wandel et al. 1999) , the black hole mass can be estimated as M BH = R BLR v 2 /G. The velocity v of the BLR clouds can be estimated from the FWHM as v = √ 3/2 × FWHM, by assuming an isotropic cloud distribution. There is only few reverberation mapping results for NLS1 galaxies so far (Peterson et. al. 2000 , Bentz et al. 2009 ). We assumed that the relation between the radius of the BLR and the optical luminosity, established from reverberation mapping for nearby Seyfert galaxies (e.g., Peterson et al. 2004; Kaspi et al. 2005 ) is indeed applicable to NLS1 galaxies (e.g., Komossa et al. 2006 ).
We estimated the black hole masses of our NLS1 and BLS1 galaxies using the R BLR -λL 5100 relation given by Kaspi et al. (2005) . The luminosity L 5100 was derived from the SDSS photometry 1 . The PSF g and r magnitudes (Galactic extinction corrected) were used to determine the continuum slope (e.g., Wu & Liu 2004 ) and the flux density at 5100Å rest frame. The FWHM of the broad component from the multi-Gaussian fit of Hβ, FWHM(Hβ b ) (Table 1) , was used for the black hole mass estimates reported in Table 1 . An error in black hole mass is typically 0.5 dex, which arises from the use of single-epoch data (e.g., Vestergaard 2004) , and uncertainties in Hβ decomposition and in host galaxy contribution.
The NLS1 galaxies of our sample have, on average, smaller black hole masses than BLS1 galaxies. The estimated black hole masses of NLS1 galaxies range from log M BH,NLS1 = 5.7 M ⊙ to 7.3 M ⊙ with an average value of 6.5 M ⊙ , while BLS1 galaxies range from log M BH,BLS1 = 6.5 M ⊙ to 8.4 M ⊙ with an average value of 7.2 M ⊙ (Figure 1 ). Eddington ratios, represented by L/L Edd , were calculated from the deduced black hole masses, according to L Edd = 1.3 10 38 M BH /M ⊙ erg s −1 . For bolometric luminosity correction, we assumed L bol = 9 λL 5100 (Kaspi et al. 2000) . As shown previously, NLS1 galaxies exhibit, on average, higher Eddington ratios than BLS1 galaxies. Eddington ratios of the NLS1 galaxies of our sample range from log L/L Edd,NLS1 = −0.6 to 0.3 with an average value of −0.1, while BLS1 galaxies range from 1 The SDSS photometry calibration is more robust given that the imaging data is taken on moonless photometric nights under good seeing conditions (Hogg et al. 2001) , while spectroscopy is done on those nights that are not photometric, or with seeing worse than 1.7
′′ FWHM, or with a moderate amount of moon (e.g., Abazajian et al. 2003) . Moreover, the SDSS spectrophotometric fluxes before Data Release 6 were tied to fiber magnitudes that led to an under-estimation in the spectrophotometric scale (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008) . Magnitudes used to derive black hole masses include a contribution from host galaxies. However, most of our objects are AGN dominated and thus the contamination from host galaxies is small. We compared our fluxes derived from the SDSS photometry to the spectroscopic fluxes and found that differences of flux scale between the two calibrations can reach at maximum 35%.
log L/L Edd,BLS1 = −1.4 to −0.3 with an average value of −0.8.
The distributions of black hole masses and Eddington ratios are shown in Figure 1a and 1b, respectively. We have also applied a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, in order to confirm that the two distributions for NLS1 and BLS1 galaxies are significantly different. Indeed, for both the distributions, we find a K-S probability of P < 10 −4 that the two samples are drawn from the same parent population. For comparison, we also plot histograms of other properties ( Figure 2) ; some of these reflecting trends we reported previously. (1) The distribution of FWHM ([S II]) (Figure 2a ) shows narrower [S II] in NLS1 galaxies than BLS1 galaxies (KX07). (2) The distribution of [S II] intensity ratios and the NLR density (Figure 2b and 2c) demonstrate our discovery of a zone of avoidance in density, in the sense that BLS1 galaxies avoid low densities, while NLS1 galaxies show a larger scatter in density, including a significant number of objects with low densities (X07). (Figure 2f and 2g) indicate that NLS1 galaxies have stronger Fe II emission than BLS1 galaxies, and similar [O III] emission as BLS1 galaxies (X07).
We list in Table 1 the key properties of our sample. Column (1) gives celestial coordinates in RA and DEC. Column (2) gives galaxy name. Column (3) gives the redshift. Column (4) lists the SDSS i-band absolute magnitude, derived from the PSF i magnitude. Column (5) (12) lists the NLR electron density in cm −3 , estimated from the density-sensitive [S II] intensity ratio (see X07 for details). Column (13) lists the flux density at 5100Å restframe in 10 −17 erg s −1 cm −2Å−1 . Column (14) lists the log of the monochromatic luminosity at 5100Å. Column (15) lists the log of the Eddington ratio. Column (16) lists the log of the black hole mass. The key sample properties of NLS1 and BLS1 galaxies are summarized in Table 2 .
Correlation analyses
We now focus on studying trends across our sample, in order to perform a comparison with previously known correlations derived for different NLS1 samples, and to identify new trends. We have performed two types of correlation analyses. First, a Spearman rank order correlation analysis was used to determine which parameters are correlated and to derive the significance of the correlations. Second, we have performed a principle component analysis (PCA; e.g. Pearson 1901 , Duda et al. 2001 ). The PCA is a commonly applied method aimed at identifying the strongest correlations and the underlying parameters. This method allows us to link together diverse correlations into meaningful groups and reveal the physical mechanisms driving these correlations (for further discussion, and some caveats, see Boroson 2004 ).
Spearman rank order correlations
In a first step we computed Spearman rank order correlation coefficients between 11 of the key properties of our sample which were given in Table 1 . These correlations involve emission-line
, emission-line ratios (R5007, R4570, the ratio R [SII] defined as the intensity ratio of [S II] λ6716/λ6731, and the inferred NLR density n e ), and the parameters λL 5100 , L/L Edd , and M BH .
We note in passing that we have included both parameters, R [SII] and n e , in the correlation analysis. Even though strongly dependent on each other, their dependence is not linear, and we have therefore kept both parameters. Correlations with n e are slightly stronger than with R [SII] . Table 3 shows the results of our correlation analysis. We have split our sample into three groups; the NLS1 galaxies (55 objects), the BLS1 galaxies (39 objects), and the whole sample, and we have run the correlation analysis separately for each of the three, and separately report correlation coefficients in Table 3 . All correlations with Spearman rank probabilities P s < 0.01 are marked in boldface. Figure 3 displays the correlation diagrams for several key parameters.
The strongest (anti-)correlation among independent parameters involves the strength of Fe II over total Hβ emission, R4570. Among directly observed parameters, the clearest anti-correlation is between R4570 and the width of the broad component of Hβ, FWHM(Hβ b ). The trend is significant for the whole sample, with a Spearman rank order correlation coefficient of r s = −0.7. This anticorrelation remains strong among the NLS1 and BLS1 galaxy sub-populations. In addition, we also confirm the known anti-correlation between the strengths of Fe II (R4570) and [O III] (R5007), which again is apparent in the full sample, and the two subsamples. The third strong correlation involving R4570, which persists across the BLS1 and NLS1 subsample, is the one between R4570 and L/L Edd (r s = 0.7). That correlation is stronger than with luminosity (no correlation at all) or with black hole mass, suggesting that L/L Edd is the more fundamental parameter.
Two further correlations which involve the width of Hβ b echo the trend we have already reported previously: the correlation between FWHM(Hβ b ) and density, which becomes apparent for the full sample (X07), and the correlation between v [OIII]c and FWHM([O III] c ) (K08), which is prominent in NLS1 galaxies (r s = 0.6), but absent in BLS1 galaxies. We note that the width of Hβ b does not systematically increase with continuum luminosity λL 5100 . This shows that NLS1 classification does not strongly depend on luminosity ( Figure 4a ). We also note in passing, that all of our NLS1 galaxies fulfill the criterion of Netzer & Trakhtenbrot (2007) of L/L Edd ≥ 0.25 ( Figure 4b ).
We would like to recall here the well-known fact that correlation analyses depend on the parameters considered, and they may not reveal the ultimate underlying correlation or driver. Two parameters may simply correlate because both depend on a third parameter which was not considered in the analysis. However, simple correlation analysis is a useful first step in searching for trends across data sets, and is a commonly used method, and in that sense we also applied it. As next step toward the final goal of identifying the strongest correlations in our sample and finding the key physical drivers behind them, we have applied a principal component analysis.
Principal component analysis (PCA)
PCA is a mathematical technique to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values of uncorrelated variables called principal components, or eigenvectors. The eigenvectors as a whole reproduce the original data space, and are orthogonal to each other. Eigenvector 1 (hereafter EV1) accounts for the largest variance of the data among the original measured variables, and Eigenvector 2 (hereafter EV2), being orthogonal to (uncorrelated with) the first, represents the second greatest variance. Eigenvalues are defined as the fraction of the variance that each eigenvector accounts for. A good account of the application of PCA in astronomy can be found in Francis & Wills (1999) .
In a second step, we have run a PCA 2 on the following input parameters:
and R [SII] . Each parameter represents independent information. Note that for the first time we involve the NLR density (reflected by the ratio R [SII] ) in the PCA. The results of the PCA are summarized in Table 4 (see also Figure 5 and Figure 6 ).
We find that EV1 accounts for 38% of the variance in the data. EV1 is significantly (anti-)correlated with R4570, FWHM(Hβ b ), R [SII] In order to understand the relationship between the physical properties of AGN and the first two prime eigenvectors, we test correlations between EV1 and EV2 and n e , λL 5100 , M BH , and L/L Edd , respectively (Figure 5 ), using the Spearman rank correlation test (Table 5 ). It can be seen that EV1 of our sample strongly correlates with n e , in addition to L/L Edd and M BH , while EV2 with λL 5100 and M BH . Figure 6 shows the distribution of the objects of our sample in the EV1-EV2 space. In order to examine the dependence of the distribution on different parameters, each parameter is divided into three bins and coded by symbol size. The size of each point refers to coding according to [ 
It is interesting to note that some of the objects with extreme values of EV1 and EV2 can be isolated from the EV1-EV2 diagram. We find that several "blue outliers" are located at the upper left corner of the figure (Figure 6a ). This regime is also dominated by objects with strong Fe II emission and high L/L Edd (Figure 6d and 6e). We also note that objects with high R [SII] fall at the low end of EV1 of the diagram (Figure 6b ), and objects with high black hole mass are found preferentially at the high end of EV1 (Figure 6f ).
The large-scale environment
In order to probe the large-scale environment of the galaxies in our sample, and to search for possible differences in the environment of the NLS1 galaxies in comparison to the BLS1 galaxies, we have used the projected redshift-space two-point cross-correlation function (2PCCF), w p (r p ). We calculated the 2PCCF between the NLS1 or BLS1 galaxy samples and a reference sample of about half a million galaxies selected from the main spectroscopic sample of the SDSS final data release (DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009 ). A random sample was constructed so as to have the same selection effects as the reference sample. The reference and random samples were cross-correlated with the same set of galaxies (the NLS1 or BLS1 galaxy samples), and w p (r p ) as a function of the projected separation r p was defined by the ratio of the two pair counts minus one. Details about our methodology for computing the correlation functions and for constructing the reference and random samples can be found in Li et al. (2006) . For consistency, we restricted our reference galaxies to the same redshift range as our NLS1/BLS1 samples, i.e., z < 0.3
The amplitude of 2PCCF on scales larger than a few Mpc provides a direct measure of the mass of the dark matter halos that host the galaxies through the halo mass-bias relation. As shown in Li et al. (2008) , the amplitude of the correlation function on scales 100 kpc can serve as a probe of physical processes such as mergers or galaxy-galaxy interactions. On intermediate scales, the correlation probes the so-called '1-halo' term where the pair counts are dominated by galaxy pairs in the same dark matter halo. Therefore, the 2PPCF is a powerful measure of "environment" in the sense that it encapsulates information about how galaxy properties depend on the overdensity of the galaxy environment over a wide range of physical scales.
In Figure 7 we compare the 2PCCFs estimated for our NLS1 and BLS1 galaxies. We do not see significant difference in w p (r p ) between the two classes of galaxies, over all the spatial scales probed (10kpc/h < r p < 30M pc/h). This indicates that, to the first order, NLS1 and BLS1 galaxies are found in similar environments. 3
Discussion
Previous observations and their interpretation strongly indicate that NLS1 galaxies are AGN with low mass black holes typically accreting near the Eddington rate. As such, NLS1 galaxies as a class may hold important clues on black hole growth and evolution (e.g., Mathur et al. 2001) , and on feeding and feedback in the course of galaxy evolution. We have therefore studied and homogeneously analyzed a large sample of NLS1 galaxies, accompanied by a comparison sample of BLS1 galaxies analyzed in the same way. This paper of the sequence has focused on correlation analyses, and PCA in particular.
PCA and Eigenvector space
PCA has previously turned out to be a powerful tool in uncovering trends and correlations among AGN samples (e.g., Boroson & Green 1992 , Brandt 1999 , Sulentic et al. 2000 , 2002 , Grupe 2004 , Sulentic et al. 2007 , Mao et al. 2009 , Kuraszkiewicz et al. 2009 , Marziani et al. 2010 see Boroson 2004 for a critical assessment of advantages and shortcomings of this method). However, it has been also noted that PCA are specific to the samples examined, depending on the observed properties used, as well as on the ranges of the parameters (e.g., Grupe 2004) . Different eigenvectors may emerge from different samples. Adding new elements to PCA is therefore of great importance to verify the reality of the correlations, and furthermore to unveil the physical properties which determine the observable characteristics of AGN.
The most popular interpretation of EV1 by far has been that EV1 is likely to be driven by the Eddington ratio L/L Edd (e.g., Sulentic et al. 2000 , Boroson 2002 , Grupe 2004 . For the first time, we included the NLR density in the PCA, and have shown that EV1 of our sample is highly correlated with density, in addition to L/L Edd . EV2 of our sample is dominated by luminosity and therefore accretion rate (proportional to luminosity), which matches the interpretation of EV2 of Boroson (2002) .
One key advantage of PCA is to discriminate between the various classes of objects according to their loci on the EV1-EV2 plane. The identification of objects that represent extremes are particularly crucial because their properties may suggest the nature of the physical parameter that governs the correlations (e.g., Boroson 2004) . The similarities of the first two eigenvectors of our sample and Boroson (2002) allow a comparison of extreme objects in the EV1-EV2 diagram.
We earlier found that NLS1 galaxies have higher blueshifts of the cores of their [O III] emission lines than BLS1 galaxies, including a number of "blue outliers" with extreme outflows (K08). Several of these blue outliers are located in the high Eddington ratio and high luminosity corner of the EV1-EV2 diagram ( Figure 6 ). Interestingly, broad absorption line (BAL) QSOs, which show high outflow velocities in their absorption-line spectra (e.g., Weymann et al. 1991) , fall into a similarly extreme locus (e.g., Boroson 2002) as the blue outliers of our sample, therefore pointing to possible links between these two source classes. Possibly, they bridge a gap between NLS1 galaxies and BAL QSOs (see the discussion of, e.g., Brandt & Gallagher 2000 on general similarities between NLS1 galaxies and BAL quasars). UV spectroscopy is needed to see whether the BAL fraction is high in these extreme blue outliers.
Links between central engine and host properties
Based on the correlation analyses we carried out, the strongest correlations among the directly measured parameters of our sample are between FWHM(Hβ b ), R4570 and R5007, confirming previous studies (e.g., Boroson & Green 1992 , Grupe 2004 ). This confirmation is of interest, because few independent large NLS1-BLS1 samples exist, for which a rigorous correlation analysis has been performed. Samples had different selection effects (e.g., soft X-ray selection), and therefore new NLS1 samples which were selected differently from previous ones are important to check the persistency of trends.
More importantly, we have shown that density is as important an ingredient in correlation space as Eddington ratio.
Including density is of particular interest, because the NLR density is representative of the interstellar medium (ISM) of the host galaxy, and this study therefore links the NLS1 central engine properties with the host galaxy. Host properties are otherwise not easily accessible, and have only been studied for a few samples of NLS1 galaxies, focusing on the host morphology (Crenshaw et al. 2003 , Deo et al. 2006 , Ohta et al. 2007 ). Especially, host properties of NLS1 galaxies are an independent indicator of their evolutionary stage (Mathur et al. 2011 , Orban de Xivry et al. 2011 ).
Several factors can affect the density of the ISM of the host galaxy. Winds and outflows on the one hand (e.g., Schiano 1986 , Kaiser et al. 2000 , (bar-driven) inflows on the other hand (e.g., Shlosman et al. 1990 , Riffel et al. 2008 . We comment on each of them in turn.
Winds/outflows are seen in nearby Seyfert galaxies (e.g., Kraemer et al. 2008 , Wang et al. 2010 ) and in NLS1 galaxies in particular (e.g., Komossa et al. 2008 , Zhang et al. 2011 ). These can be disk-wind driven, or also be powered by radio jets (Morganti et al. 2010) . The latter effect is unlikely to dominate in NLS1 galaxies. Even though a small fraction of them shows evidence for relativistic jets in radio and gamma-rays (e.g., Zhou et al. 2003 , Yuan et al. 2008 , Komossa et al. 2006 , Abdo et al. 2009 , Foschini 2011 , the majority of them is less radio-loud, on average, than BLS1 galaxies (Komossa et al. 2006) , and rarely shows widely extended radio emission. Eddingtondriven winds are more likely (e.g., Grupe 2004) , given the high values of L/L Edd of NLS1 galaxies. These winds may extend into the inner NLR (Proga et al. 2008) , and possibly further. Galaxy merger simulations predict large-scale outflows (e.g., di Matteo et al. 2005) , but the merger fraction among NLS1 galaxies is still poorly constrained (e.g., Krongold et al. 2001 ), and we do not find a strong excess of pairing among our sample.
On the other hand, recent studies indicate an excess of bars in NLS1 galaxies (Crenshaw et al. 2003 , Ohta et al. 2007 , and bar-driven instabilities might work at replenishing the NLR with (low-density) gas. Indeed, theoretical studies have shown that bars are efficient to transport large amounts of gas inward (e.g., Shlosman et al. 1990) . Simulations have further shown that strong bars drive the formation of, and maintain grand-design nuclear dust spiral structures in the central kiloparsec of galaxies (e.g., Maciejewski 2004a,b). The gas loses its angular momentum to the bar via nuclear spiral shocks and is eventually concentrated in a narrow nuclear ring if it follows closely the periodic orbits in the bar (e.g., Patsis & Athanassoula 2000 , Maciejewski et al. 2002 . Regarding NLS1 galaxies, uninterrupted asymmetries able to drive gas inwards all the way from a few kpc down to a few tens of pc (e.g., Orban de Xivry et al. 2011) are detected. In particular, NLS1 galaxies show a higher fraction of grand-design dust spirals within ∼ 1 kpc and stellar nuclear rings than BLS1 galaxies (Deo et al. 2006) . Bar instabilities can also drive the formation of pseudobulges by internal secular processes (e.g. Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004) . Such secular processes in NLS1 galaxy have been inferred based on bulge-disc decompositions (Ryan et al. 2007 , Mathur et al. 2011 , Orban de Xivry et al. 2011 ).
Well-resolved host images are not yet available for the bulk of the NLS1 galaxies of our sample, for further distinguishing between the two scenarios discussed above, but could be obtained in the future with HST. Combining other host galaxy properties (structure, presence and properties of bars, stellar populations) with emission-line properties into correlation analyses will be another important future step.
Summary and conclusions
We have studied the correlations among the measured and derived properties of a sample of NLS1 and BLS1 galaxies on the basis of a principle component analysis. For the first time, we have involved the density of the narrow-line region (measured by the density-sensitive ratio of the two emission lines [S II] λλ6716,6713) in such an analysis. A nearest-neighbor analysis of the large-scale environment of NLS1 galaxies was also performed. Our main results can be summarized as follows:
• We have found that, among the parameters measured in this sample, the density of the narrow-line region is a key element of Eigenvector 1 (EV1), as important as the Eddington ratio L/L Edd . This is of particular interest, because it links the central engine and the host properties.
• Apart from this new finding, we also confirm several previously known trends, especially the strong correlations involving the line width of Hβ, and the strength of the Fe II complex and [O III] λ5007 emission. In addition to density, L/L Edd plays a significant role in affecting EV1 of our sample, while EV2 is related to luminosity. NLS1 and BLS1 galaxies are well separated in EV1 space, while they are not distinguished in EV2 space.
• Accretion-driven winds on the one hand, or bar-driven inflows on the other hand, may play a role in explaining the links between the immediate vicinity of the supermassive black hole (SMBH) on the one hand (as traced by Eddington ratio and broad-line width, for instance), and the properties (especially density) of the host galaxy on the other hand.
• Several galaxies with strong blueshifts of [O III] ("blue outliers") lie in the high Eddington ratio and high luminosity regime in the EV1-EV2 space, possibly sharing these properties with broad absorption line QSOs, and therefore suggesting possible connections between these two source classes.
• To the first order, the NLS1 and BLS1 galaxies of our sample are found to reside in similar large-scale environments. While this needs to be confirmed with larger samples, it tentatively indicates the lack of an excess of mergers among NLS1 galaxies.
Large-sample analyses of NLS1 galaxies and their remarkable properties are an important new approach in our understanding of black hole growth, accretion modes, feeding and feedback, and of aspects of galaxy -SMBH co-evolution and the role of secular evolution. Table 1 . Key properties of the NLS1 and BLS1 galaxies b Two objects, RXJ16181+3619 and SDSSJ01148-0029, have n e < 10 cm −3 , and were not included in the analysis involving n e . Spearman rank probabilities P s < 0.01 are marked in boldface. Fig. 1 .-Distribution of black hole masses and Eddington ratios of the galaxies of our sample. NLS1 galaxies are shown as solid line, BLS1 galaxies as dashed line. -Projected cross-correlation function w p (r p ) for NLS1 galaxies (filled circles connected by the solid line) and BLS1 galaxies (open circles connected by the dashed line) in our samples, with respect to a reference sample of about half a million galaxies in the SDSS/DR7. Errors in the w p (r p ) measurements are estimated from the Bootstrap resampling technique.
